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(c) A (/) be the sequence of distinct zeros of /, arranged in order of increasing modulus.
In 1940, Helmer showed [5, Theorem 9] that if A (/) n A (g) is empty, there exist s, t in R such that (2.1) sf+ tg = 1.
More generally, if d is any element of R such that

A(d) = A(f)n A(g),
then d is a greatest common divisor of /and g, unique to within a unit factor, and the ideal (/, g) generated by f and g is the principal ideal (d). It easily follows that every finitely generated ideal of R is principal.
He proved this by showing that if ί a n \ is any sequence of complex numbers such that lim a -oc, a and w Γlf / € is any set of complex numbers, then there is an s in R such that (a n ) = w nfk , (n = 1,2, -..;£ = 0, ••• , l n ).
The latter was shown independently by Germay [3] REMARK. In [4], Germay extended (2.2) to the ring of functions analytic in I z I < r, where lim^^ a n lies on | z \ = r. Hence (2.1) follows for this ring, as will most of the results in [6] and the present paper, with minor modification.
It follows that if/ is an ideal of /?, then ,4(7) has the finite intersection prop- Proof. Since every finitely generated ideal of R is principal, P* is easily seen to be the set of all / G R expressible in the form h^d^9 with d^ G M 9 k -1, 2, . Thus, if / G M, f G P if and only if m(f/e) = oo whenever e divides / and e G R -M 9 (whence f/e G U). Suppose / , / are not in P . Clearly, / / is not in P* except possibly when both / and / are in M. In this case, there exist βj dividing /^, with βj G R -M such that m^f^/e^) < oo, (i= 1, 2). Since M is prime, e ι e 2 G R -M and τn(f χ f 2 /e ι e 2 ) < mif^e^ + m(/ 2 /e 2 ) < oo. So / / is not in P*, whence P* is a prime ideal.
The second part of the Theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 (b).
We proceed now to identify the remainder of the class P M of prime ideals contained in M. This is done by considering the rates of growth of the functions 
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Then P Q is a prime ideal. It now follows from the lemmas above that P is an ideal. The primality of P follows from the observation that
is a prime ideal, and that PQ is an intersection of a descending chain (under set inclusion) of ideals of this form.
(b) If P is a prime ideal, the relations / E P, g E M -P, imply that / » g 9 by Lemma 3.
COROLLARY. The ideals of Py are linearly ordered under set inclusion.
By the Theorem above, every element of PM is the upper class of a Dedekind cut (under « ). If P contains a least element /, then If M -P has a greatest element g> then P = Pg as defined in the proof of the theorem. It is clear that PM contains the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of any set of elements.
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fι,n» f» f 2 ,m> foralln,m.
Proof. See [1, p. 123, exercise 8] .
The author is indebted to Dr. P.-Erdos and Dr. L. Gillman for the following Theorem.
THEOREM 5. The set P M has power at least 2** 1 . 
Proof. It is implicit in arguments of
Residue class rings of prime ideals. We adopt the following definition of
Krull [7, p. 110] :
It is easily seen that a valuation ring possesses a unique maximal ideal, consisting of all its nonunits.
THEOREM 6. The residue class ring R/P of a prime ideal P of R is a valuaring whose unique maximal ideal is principal.
First, we prove a lemma. If / G M, the equation clearly has no solution since A(f) n ^4 (p) is nonempty for all p G P (see [6, Theorem 4] ).
On the other hand, if f is not in M, there is a p G P such that^(/)Π A(p) is empty. Let A*(p) = { a n 1, with 0 n (p) -l n9 in which case /(a n ) ^ 0. The Such a g can be constructed by (2.2), whence
Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 5, every element of R -U is a unit, so we may assume that /, g G M. Let
and hence is a unit modulo P. So /?/? is a valuation ring.
If, in particular, / is chosen to be in U -M 2 , f/d cannot be in M 9 so g is a multiple (modulo P) of /. Therefore the unique maximal ideal M/P of R/P is generated by /, and hence is principal.
If P Φ ?*> R/P possesses the nonmaximal prime ideals P ί /P 9 where F t is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R properly containing P. Moreover: 
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